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The Working Croup nn tiev Particles and Interactions met as a whole 
at the be&iuning. and at the end of the Workshop* Bowaver, such of ̂ hat 
vae accomplished was done in five subgroups. Thoeo were devoted to 
{1} ni;w quarks and leptons, (2) technicolor, (3) *uptraywmetry, (4) c « « 
decays and CP, and (5) substructure of quarks and lopton*, Othur aspects 
of new particles, e.g., Hlggs, W , Z 1, fell to the Slectrovask Working 
Group to consider.1 

The central qunstion of this Workshop of comparing p*p (with & -
l0 3 2/cn 2-sec) with pp (with SB - 10 3 3/cm 2-see) colliders carried through 
to all these subgroups. In addition there vera several other aspects 
ut hadron colliders which wore considered; what does an increase In / T 
gain in cross section and resultant sensitivity to new physics versus an 
increase in luminosity; will polarised beans or the use of asymmetries 
be essential in finding new interactions; whuro and at what level do 
rate limitations due to triggering or detection ayatarns play a role; and 
how and where will the detection of particles with short, buc detectable, 
lifetime." be important' A partial list of participants in each of the 
subgroups follow* in Table 1. 

II. SOME BAflCS 
The calculation of cross sections for new particles follows the now 

standard procedure of considering an Incident p or p* as a broad-band 
parcon bean ar.d folding the parton flux with the croc* section for a 
given parton subprocess- Thus 

do 
dr 

dtf. (PP " Z + anything) - J£ T —M * i w t<t) U) 

<invited talk presented at the DPP Workshop on Antl-P P Options for 
the Super Collider, Chicago, Illinois, February 13-17, 1964) 
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vhexi the aun la over patton constituents la the Incident (n/p) beams, 
T - '7a Is the ratio of the eeoaraa of the eanter-of-aaas energies of 
the sibprocess (S) and overall process (a), and tilg.JAr plays the role 
of a differential luDlnosity far pattens 1 and J. If X la a single 
particle S » Hj|, 

In all the detailed conpsrlsons of crafts section* and rates the new 
structure functions (and corresponding to then, xd£> /dr) of Elchten, 
Mncbllffe, Lane, and Qulgg2 ware oaad. They have folded these in with 
the parton subproeess cress sectioned., (ft) to gat the corresponding 
do/di for pp or pp production of now particles. In general there aeeas 
to be fairly good agreement with the earlier calculations, particularly 
when the fractional wQ—nWst * la not Mall e* the neaeatm squared 
uhich is characteristic of a given process la not very large, tee place 
where differences vith previous work does become apparent is In the gluon 
distributions at low x. Wo Will Stt one particular nanlfestatlon of chls 
later. 

The parton subprocsas cross fictions J.,(l) are calculated from the 
SU(3) c x SU(2) x U(l) gauge theory, i.e., "the stai;Jard model." Thus it 
will tuive tha form 

• i j t t ) - ^ <2> 

where the quantity C.. will involve dla«nai0nl<tBB gauge couplings (like 
a, a2-, a|> depending on the process), and possibly dinanalonless ratios 
like H 2/S where M is a heavy ms«s Involved in the subprocass. 

th« fall of relevant cross sections as 1/e is a long-standing fact 
of life for those who live around lapton colliders. Recall that the 
"point" cross section c(e*e" * ti+u") • 4*a2/3s has a size of about 
10 pb, 0.1 pb and 1 featobaM for s « (0.1 teV) 2, (1 TeV)2_and (lOTeV) 2, 
respectively. Mow for soac of the processes (e.g.. gg •* QQ) reinvent at 
a hadron machine a* •* «| and va gala a factor ̂ <10 2), or a 2 + a (as in 
u d * w ) and we also gain a factor f?(10J), Thus tie often gain a large 
Factor over » In the subprocess cross section, although it still needs 
to be folded with the parton luminosity td5P/dr to obtain the cross sec
tion for pp or p*p collisions. But the point remains that Eq. (Z) means 
that cross sections fall as 1/s and there la no nay around thla as long 
as dinensionlasa coopllngs of gauge bosons are Involved In the calcula
tion of d(S>. Of coarse. If we Involve a coupling with dimensions, or 
calculate outside tha framework of the parton nodal outlined above, it 
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is possible to get around the m i l croei sections at high a. The ldeas J 

related to intrinsic chars, top, technicol'-r,.. .which were well debated 
in the qco Working Group are a particularly relevant example of this. 

III. VBi qVUWKS AND LEHOMS 
He cunsidered priaarily quarks vi irse u u wna greater than that of 

the H, leaving those at lower nass for discovery at other Machines. For 
such a heavy quark., Q, its dominant decay la Q •* » + 1. where q is a 
"light" quark. If such a d*cay is allowed at all by kinematics (or selec
tion rules), {n particular, if Q ware the charge -a/3 Basher of a 
fourth generation, ire main decay vould likely taD*«+t. _ 

Production vill be by the sabproces»ee gg * W or qq* * QQ> For 
the mass range that turns oat to be accaaaible (»e» below) glnon-gluon 
fusion is. the dominant production process and ao the pp and pp cross 
sections differ only sligtt'ly. Figure 1 ahowr the glehten at * 1 . 2 

calculation of the production cross section aa a Euntion of *ty The 
crass sections are ouch smaller than those of Snwnnas," p;vsui»ably 
due to the different gluon distributions-

since bath produced heavy quarks decay* our aignel involves two w's 
and two (jets) . With a poitulai ad single W detection efficiency £,, of 

q w 

0.15 (e.g., a "perfect detector'' and the modus W •• au, W * pv), an inte
grated luminosity/ -9?dt •» 10 3 9/cm 2, plus i requirement that 
Ly( {£f dz) (Q) > 200 evtintu (e.g.« 50 eventH In a detocLor acceptance 
conraining K at the heavy quack pelxe}, ttio naxlsm «aii of A quark rhat 
could be discovered2 IN 0.75 TeV/e*. Raialng the Integrated luminosity 
to 10 /cm2 increases thi» to 3.2 leV, 

clearly the key to discovery of such quarke Ilea in the ability to 
detect W's in as background free way aa aoaalhla, ttete we coul-d allow 
one u to decay to the relatively clean soda S« t. while the other decays 
into quark Jets. He have the additional constraint that the quarks are 
produced in pairs and we oust have the asm eiaee for <J and Q. However 
the question of whether high energy W's decaying Into quark jets can be 
picked out of the background i» central to this and other new patiiile 
detection. Qpcloiso and peasiaXaei alternated through the workshop on 
this question, with the outcoM at beat cloudy - this la clearly a ques
tion that deserves audi wore experimental attention. One needs to iden
tify the four jet background from QCD to W + V pair production followed 
by each V decaying to two quark jets, as wall as look at W decay Itself 
and the coalescence of the two Jets into ana aa E. increases, A plausi
ble start in this direction night be to coke analytic toaulte for three 
Jet production in <tCD and use a Monte Carlo calculation to add a fourth 
jet. If detection and separation of W * (jtrs) at high Eu is feasible, 
the heavy quark decay signature, Q * w + a, correspondingly looks good. 

A sinilar approach to charged he ivy leptons with H, > h^ appears 
such harder. First, the cross section produced by the generalised 
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Drell-Yao accbanlssw Is such smaller aa shown lit Fig- 2. Here the aub-
proeess is fff + Y . Z • t*l~ end we directly pay the price of the snail 
values of o_ discussed In Section IX* Second, we have a background 
from, real W+VT pairs as wall a* Calces when one look* for 

pp + l , l" + anything 

if we ask Cot « So effect, require cjj/,4*dt > fc * 10 M/cm 2, and place a 
rapidity cut at ti, then the highest Bass lepton discoverable2 is at 
•». 100 CeV. Increasing the luminosity an order of magnitude raises this 
to % ISO GuV. These mosses are so "low" that the production by <n anni
hilation Involves mostly "sea" quarks and e •» o- . lit any case with 
H^-t^ relatively snail and a real tf*U~ pair background it seems hard to 
separate a clean signal far lopcen pair production and decay from the 
background. 

The enso of neutral laptona Is mra involved and much more interest
ing. Again we eon have an L° that is heavy enough to permit L° + tfV" 
through a real or virtual W, or through nixing we can have L° + tr*"jT. 
The whole question of maisas and mining angloo [or neutral leptons is a 
relatively open ono and there are many interesting possibilities,5 

starting with particles that are stable or havu long lifetimes. Their 
production ia by a "jenoroliaed" Drell-Yon nechnnissi Involving q-^ ̂  •+• 
Z •+ L°L° or iiA q^ + W*~ + L+L 0, Unfortunately the cross sections ore 
the sane order aa above, or smaller( and the accessible mass range does 
not extend ouch above 100 CeV. 

IV. teCt&IlCOLOR 
He regard technicolor as simply a representative of a class of 

theories which replaces the eleaentary Hlggs field of the standard nodel 
with a dynamics, and ia particular with a new strong interaction dynamics 
on a nsss scale which therefore will be roughly comparable with the 
value of the vacmsn expectation value of the standard tUggs field of 
•*• 250 Gev, Since in any case we do not have "the" technicolor model. It 
i& most useful to examine a range of such Models and the corresponding 
new physics possibilities. 

At one extrmn> is a Blninal Bode tilth one extra weak doublet, U 
and s, whose members carry the new technicolor awantom nunber, but not 
ordinary color. The lowest mass technihadrons, the tectaipioas s** - ,° 
are "eaten" to give the K*. W~, and 2 their respective Masses. There in 
no other "light" signal of the theory* and thus the first new pbyaica to 
he encountered are tit* rectmfrhos p_ and teehnloMega mu. Their u a s 
is roughly estimated as 1.7 TeV and the p_'s decay In analogy to 
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ordinary p's: P T + HJUJ, i . e . , p° •+ w£w", p* + W*z£, with a width of 
* 0.3 TeV, 

In parton collisions the o° can be produced in a way reminiscent of 
producing the 0° In colliding beams: qq + y , Z + of. The cross section 
for p? production In pp collisions Is shown* in Fig. 3. Integrating 
owe* the peak due to e^ •* M W~ gives a cross section of * 25 x 10 car 
on top of a comparable background fro* real * V non-resonant pairs. 
p± >•• w±z° baa a bigger cross section and better signal to noise ratio, 
but it is clear that these are the kind of signals which attain the 
limits of both the luminosity of the machine and the cxperteentel 
ability to detect "clean" w's. Even with an integrated luminosity of 
10*°/cm2, detecting the presence of such a p_ looks hard. 

On the other hand, going to a nonnlqisal model 7 where the new doub
let carries both technicolor and color, and there is also a doublet of 
teetmileptons (without ordinary color), gives us plenty of "lew" mass 
particles to find. Aside from the 3 technipions which are "eaten*" 
there are 60 other pseudoscalarst 4 other "technipionit" (P*f P°, P**>, 
24 "leptoquarfes" (P 3), and 32 color octet pseudoscalartt (Pg, p|, 
Fg's n_) • The "technipions" are expected below >v 40 GsV In mass, the 
"leptcijuarkB" at <\, 160 GeV and the color octet piaudoacalari at 
* 240 GeV. 

Some of these particles may be produced singly by gluon fusion, 
• •8n S8 •* P°'. P|'- Sine color plays a role in the production mecha
nists, we expect sizable rroas sections, This la aoan to bi the case in 
Fig. 4 vhere o(pp + P 0 t + anything) is shown*2 It ia usually expected 
that the p°' and Fg* a -̂  will decay donlnantly Into the Mfl.he.it mass 
pair of feralona possible. W'.th the P°* aaaa below 40 OaV this is bb 
(possibly T T ) . while for Pg'lt is t€. In either ease one seeds flavor 
sagging. At the SSC the large bb" pair background presumably excludes 
seeing P°*. The situation for tT pairs and the n_ Is leas clear, 
altbougt) there is some feeling that with tagging of t quarks {not a 
small order in itself) one is likely to be able to sett the IL. The 
question of the viability of tagging t quarks at SSC energies ia not one 
which was examinee: in any detail at this seating, although the tagging 
of b quarks was discussed8 and this is so Important step toward doing 
the same for t quarks. F r a the point of view of studying the physics 
above, it deserves a thorough examination. 

One la also able to pair produce many of thiBB portlelea by quark 
or gluon fusion: qfl + P 3 ? 3 > P ^ or gg * PJPJ or P B? f t. The P T occurs 
as a direct channel pole in these aubprocesaee at \fi at 900 CcV, 
enhancing their crotss section. The particular ernes auction for 
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PP -*- P_F, + anything Is shown In Fig. 5. Since the ordinary color quan
tum nuntier la operative in the production mechanism and the a&asas are 
comparatively light, the croaa sect ions still are big. There are plen
ty of these particles produced for SE » lo"/cm z-sec. The domtnanc 
mechanism Involves gluon fusion, 30 the crass sections In pp and pp ace 
nearly che saw. 

Detection of leptequafks <r») Involves one of the cleaner signals 
we have discussed so far. In fact they could even be stable,' result
ing in chew possibly "drilling" through the detection apparatus and 
coming out the other aide. A store standard expectation Is for decay 
into a lentou and (jat) . Seeing tun high energy leptoo* and ten quark 
jets where the lepton and J*t on one aide together have the sane Invari
ant Bass as those on the. other provides a clear and accessible signa
ture. 

In the ease of the color octet paeudoscalnrs, the sost likely decay 
nodes involve the heaviest quark-anclquark pairs: P f l -*• tb> p|* s j> •*• 
K . etc. Here o flavor tog, particularly for t quarks, is a necessity * 
We again can use the pair production to advantage by requiring that tho 
reconstructed mosses on each side be equal. But the. primary burden In 
showing that thssa particles can br successfully Identified falls gn 
being sblu to distinguish event a which contain t quarks a sizable frac
tion of the tins and than to use these events (which Involve several 
(jeta) ) to reconstruct Bassos of the decaying parent pnrticles. As 
stressed previously, moro experimental work Is needed to clarify exactly 
what In fact is possible at the SSC, 

V. SUPERSYMMETRY 
It is widely believed that if the current ideas about supersymnetry 

are ccTtect, tho production of particles in its spectroscopy will be 
copious at the SSC. thus it is fruitful to exvaine In sous detail the 
various possible signatures available for the wide range of stspersyosae-
crlc particles, this has bean done by the supcrsynsetry subgroup of 
this Workshop, Its discussions are sssaurized in the report by 
Barnett in these proceedings. 

The yhenocenology of supersysnetry has been widely reviewed.11 For 
each of the known elementary femions and gauge bosons, there are part
ners of the opposite statistics and spins differing by *j unit. Thus, 
for evsaplc, we expect scalar lesions and quarks (e, Tf, f...; u, d...), 
spin fc gauge psrtlclss ly, 5» 5, g) and spin >j Biggsinos and the Pold-
stlne (or the grevltlno). The mass scale for these new states is 
believed to be set by the electroweak mass scale <su , •<• 10 GeV), The 
hierarchy of nnsses among tho supersvnmetric particles la not clear, 
with many versions proposed• A popular conjecture adopted In the dis
cussions of this Workshop IS that t h e " is the lightest of the spectrum. 
In considering decay chains of Superapanetrie objects, the y then 
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appears at the end as a stable particle whose interactions with matter 
are typi^illy of weak interaction strength. The masses of the remain
ing particles are uncertain but are predicted in local supersymmetric 
theories to lie in the vicinity of m , m . The xow end of the moss 
range ic accessible to experiments at e+e~ machines now under construc
tion; thus it is appropriate to consider the range 

1Q0 fieV < n ̂  1000 GeV 

as that which SSC experimentation may be in a 'position to explore 
uniquely. 

The cross sections For producing supersymmetric particle pairs are 
straightforward analogs of the corresponding normal particles. Figure 6 
shows these cross sections as a function of mass as computed by Eichtcn, 
Uluchlitfe, lane, and QuigE- l T l t h l H calculation the masses of all 
supersymneeric particles arc taken to be equal and the en^ray is fixed 
at /T • 40 TeV. The rates are quite large in many cases, even for 
ID • 1000 GeV/cz; the problem 13 clearly o.ie of finding sufficiently 
clear signatures and ways to suppress the. normal standard model back' 
grounds. It io useful to tabulate some of the main decay nodes expected. 
In most cases, there are caveats to be Some in mind that the hierarchy 
of masses themselves axe uncertain so that some modes may be forbidden 
simply by energy conservation. In Table II we list these decay modes, 
together with some decays of the usual W and Z. 

The reactions In which pairs of supersyrametric particles are pro
duced arc categorized as two-sided or one-sided, depending upon the 
topology of the decays. One-sided events are characterized by having 
one hemisphere nearly empty of visible tracks due to an escaping "y (or 
haps a v which decays invisibly. Two sided events have tracks in both 
hemispheres but with missing E„. 

It should be pointed out however that the nomenclature as uppLicd 
to reactions is simplified more than the actual events need be. For 
example, g"g production with both g decoys into qqy* can yield all four 
quark jets into a single hemisphere, balancing p_ with the pair of 'y'e. 
Similarly, ̂ W production with W + q"ff(q -*• ll " qqqr) can give events 
which have jets that tena to balance p isotropically. The point is 
that the super symmetric particles need not he produced with p„, > m, GO 
tliot their decay products need not bp strongly directed along the parent 
momentum vectors. 

Detection strategies for these cases depend not only on the one
sided vs. two-sided topological categorization, but on whethur leptonr. 
are included or not. For example, gg production yields the final parti
cles (qqy) + (qqy) so that vetos upon leptons may be of conwiderable 
help. Another two-sided pair, 1$. can yield the final state 
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(qtfT!) + (ev + eyv). Here the ability to identify the lepton in a major 
factor in the signature. 

The general features of an experiment that can search for super-
symmetry particles at the SSC are fairly clear. The main requirement!; 
which seem essential are: 

1. Cood resolution in missing P T (MPT). All cases in 
Table II involv production of the non-interacting *¥ 
in the decay rhains (even if y is not lightest among 
supersymmetric particles, there is some lightest non-
interacting object). Those disc a where y is directly 
produced typically involve large misa ing p . Those 
for which several 7 appear in decays (e.g.• %g) give 
less MP! owing to the lower momenta after decay and 
the tendency for y momenta to partially cancel. 
Even so. the explicit studies mentioned below show 
that measurement of HPT is an important ingredient. 

The necessity of measuring KPT places several 
requirements on the detectors. In order to limit the 
contribution to apparent MPT due to the beam exit 
holes, the angular coverage must extend to quite 
snail angles. It io desirable to keep this contri
bution less than or equal to that arising from the 
contribution from hadronic energy resolution. At 
energies of \/T = 2 TeV, these two contributions 
are equal (for uranium calorlmetry ret lonnc) for 
hole sizes of about 1°, The HPT due t • particles 
through a hole of size <L BCHIOB like . v B~)i o * beam ° 
whereas the energy resolution term grows like <<E>)% 
where <Z> is the typical hadronic energy carried in 
jeto. From an estimate that <E> may grow by a factor 
of it frota 2 TeV to 40 TeV, we can find that the beam 
hole should be no bigger than 5 Brad, 

2. Good jet recognition ability 
Many of the decay modes yield multiple Jets which can 
lie reasonably close to each other. An example is 
"gg" + (qq7) + (qqv)- The backgrounds from two jet QCD 
processes then differ in jet multiplicity (or effective 
jet widths). The major detector requirement then is 
for fine transverse segmentation of calariraetry and 
dense calorimetry eo as to limit the extent to which 
the hadron showers spread. 

3. Good lepton identification 
The ability ro recognize IcptoiiH Is essential for 
many dteays (e.g., W + i'v + (i'Y)v). Lepton vetos 
are important icr background suppression in other 
caaun where heavy quaik nuraileptonic decays can 
simulate the signals. In thtjjp canes it is of 
considerable importance to extend thi lepton 
Identification to as low moment urn as possible and 



to be able to sense both electrons and unions even near 
the core of J<*ts. These are difficult requirements and 
may dictate spuria] devices such as trail, i i jf>ri r'uuaticn 
detectors in addition to finely ?.'g.ncn'ed en loi loeLi y. 
The ability to uelo leptuns is ultimately limited by the 
presence of T'S utileli can decay with no visible electrons 
or muons. 

The process uh;ch has been ODSt carefully studied tor hadron colli
ders is ?f production. Earlier studies^,13 examined the main source of 
backfirounds and the Kinematic variables uhich can be usuJ to reject them. 
This reaction h;-s been re-examined during this Unrkshop for SSC energ-
glus. 

A detector with uranium quality calorimetry was assumed to cover 
j y| * &; the region 4 •$ jyj * 6 was used as a veto region with less than 
102 of the total transverse energy observed in these regions. Events 
Here analyzed to find Llie eigenvectors of sphericity and divided Into 
hemispheres along the direction of that eigenvector of largest eigen
value. The magnitudes of the transverse momentum components In the tvo 
hemispheres, called |p_| and jp'j , were used to define two measures of 
momentum Imbalance. 

- P T • Vj 
x • s — and 

pout * ( l p

T | 2 - X E | P T | 2 J 

For the SSC study, cuts are placed at x„ < 0.5 an.1 p > 90 GeV/c. 
E out 

The dominant QCD backgrounds surviving these cuts are found in the 
ISA.JET simulations to arise from high p gluon CniKnuiitntion into a pair 
of heavy quarks. The momentum Imbalance cuts nre satisfied in those 
events In which one of the quark? decays semi-leptaiitcnl ly yielding e, 
y. (or l) and a v. Thut- events with visible Jeptons present can be used 
to wtydy the properties of the background. For the earlier (CBA) 
studies, a cut at p (lepton) < 2 CeV/c yielded n gand signal to back-

2 ground tatio for gluino maase.'i of 100 GeV/c (see Fig, 7). 
The analysis for SSC glulna production has not yet been carried 

through to the same dogroe as the lower energy study. However the same 
general analysis looks promising in its ability to suppress background. 
Again the dominant background seems to be hard gluon fragmentation into 
heavy quarks. The distributions for g pairs and backgrounds from QCD 
Jet production are shown In Fig. 8. Both x_ end p dintrlbutlons have J • ° E out 
been computed for the case of m^ • 0.5 TeV/c 2 and y T » £0 TeV. The 
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appropriate cut* arc x < O.S and p > 91) lieV In order to eliminate 
most of the background, ifouevur, the present study has quite limited 
statistics for tilt background saJiplu. This, coupled with the steeply 
falling shape sour, tti Fig. 8b, means that trio signal purity is not yet 
"fll understood. An additional cut on the backgrounds from QCD proees-
si•;. Jii'i ii-vcsl I Rated. Since the % decays produce broad (massive) Jets 
1-..11Si•=: iii£ .'T two rather closely spaced quark jets, it may be useful to 
requirt. t lit- effect i vu Jet mass to he large. Figure 9 shows the larger 
effective Jet HWIKH distributions in the Rg events. The peak d e t" the 
assumed 0.5 Tt'V/r3 "K mass is faintly visible, but the rins width is 
large. The Inset to Fig. 9 shows the variation of effective moss and 
rtns width with assumed ~g mass. The effective OISES of jets selected from 
the background sample (riot shown) tends to be distributed rather uni
formly. Presumably this is true because of the severe bias imposed 
on QCD jets by the cuts on x_ and p 

On the basts of the analysis for SSC gg productioi., it appears that 
clean samples can he obtained with cuts which retain 10-20K of the sig
nal (see Fig. ttl, There ate important uncertainties which remain to he 
Investigated: the effect of multiple (3,4...) Jet production could he 
severe and is not well handled in the ISAJET program. Potential back
grounds from U,Z production also require study. On the other hand, it 
may be useful to rt«vaiop furt the use of toprlogics! cuts which 
attempt to select the two jet t c signature typical of lg decays at 
high enerry-

The direction strategy for the production uf 3T has also been 
examined 'or lower energy. ' Search for this process could he crucial 
if both ^ and t are taore massive than tn_/2 and the gluino iu very heavy. 
In such i casts, 'q •» qv, which gives a rather distinctive finai state of 
a single thin Jet, large KP1 „,,d no lepcans. A similar analysis to the 
gg case uas carried out; events i:*«* show pronounced peaking at very low 
x_, but p is essentially useless (and undefined). Again lepton votos 
and Jet Tuass or shape cuts can he used to refine the sample; dominant 
backgrounds arc again expected to coroe frum high p gluo that fragment 
Ir.to heavy quark pairs. Analysis of this mode for SSC energies seems 
promising, since the intrinsic r3tee are large even for q masses up to 
300 CeV/c 2. 

Sever.il other specific supersyraraetrli: particle production modes 
seem particularly attractive for SSC, due to rather distinctive signa
tures involving lcpr.on;i and reasonably high rates. The leptonic branch
ing ratios. BR,, are dependent on masses and hence quite rondel dependent. 
A value of 10£ Is sometimes, taken as reproacntativt. Among these we note; 

1. yW with W •+ 7v(T •* ly) (J}R ) 
This event yields large MPT and a single high p 
lepton with no jets present. Hates, including 
branching ratio, are marginal (AQQQ HR /year for 
m. - 10') (it'V/c2). 

http://Sever.il
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2. few ; « + tv ( B R ^ 
This analog has a higher rate, but mora coop:4x1ty 
in the Elna], state. The typical oigoatura is an 
Isolated lepton opposite a foereed?) <jq Jet pal* 
frow f decay. Musing p T cuts will fas less useful 
here, but die absence of leptons near the Jsts and 
let shape cuts will be useful. 

Ibis signature is similar to that fpr gB above except 
tnat there are two (opposite sign) lepton* opposite 
the jets. The lepton configuration will be charge 
symmetric, on average. 

4, WZ ; 5 + I»(t •»• tff) (Hr|> 
Z + 21(1 * LY) 2 Rates art snail after branching ratios (16,000 BR. events 

for nQ g - 100 GeV/c > but the signature of a Single 
lepton opposite a massive lepton pnir Is distinctive. 
Moderate HPT Is expected with no jot activity. 

Each of these potential methods far detecting supcrsymmctric parti
cles requires more study In Monte Carlo sinulntiona of detectors and 
background processes. However, the rough aouss la that slgnaturea for 
g can be found at the SSC for m^s 1 ToV/c*; for 5< $, and £ the rates 
are smaller but signatures perhaps cleaner sv that searches up to a few 
hundred GuV/c look possible. 

It should be enphaslzed chat the spectroscopy of supersymmetry Is 
so rich end the hierarchy of masses so uncertain, that thexe axe peten~ 
tlal coaCusions upon observing peculiar events about their specific 
source. He assume that this pleasant dlleana can be unravelled through 
a combination of experiments and better theoretical understanding of the 
no Lure of supersymeetry. 

Another potential supersyametry signal which could be Seen at the 
SSC is that froa decays of gg bound stales. Suck states night provide 
an accurate Measure of the % mass, in contrast to continuum g| produc
tion. As proposed by Goldman and llaber. Such states could form s-
channel resonances in gluon-gluon scattering and thus produce bumps In 
the large p T two-jet mass spectrum. Such states can be considered as 
analogs to the oniuto states formed by conjugate spin *i quarks. The 
color octet character of th<- gl-uino alvt>« a larger number of possible 
states llinn the usual ojq bound siottis. Color singlets and symmetric 
color octets fj - 0**, I**, 2**...) and orlisymnetrlc color octets 
d"*. I4*...) could be formed. The r* ((he 0"* lowest lying state) has 
Its dominant decay into 2 gluons, with coupling ufthitoced by both color 
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factors and vavo function factors, relative to those for quarkonlum 
etates. Widths of the 12 states are estimated to be of the order of 
300 HeV, Assuming a bound state mass of 100-300 GeV/c 2 and uranium 
ralorlaetry, ve may expect dljet mass resolutions of no better than 
3-5 GeV/c 2. Signal to noise ratios far isolated states would be in the 
range 1-102. If there la a collection of bound states Just below the 
threshold for free ] pair production. It appears that resolution broad
ening will smear these states annus that threshold. la any case, 
demonstration of a peak requires high statistics (thousands of events 
per bin with a width a few GeV/c 2H 

Consideration was given in this Workshop to the potential differ
ences in pp and ?p colliders for super symmetry searches, tnainoalty 
is the overriding consideration for most signatures, so that to first 
order a pp machine is favored over pp. Production cross sections are 
dominated by gluon-gluon or qtiarfc-gluon scattering and thus differ little 
for the two cases. Some second generation experiments could benefit from 
study of asymmetries, hut these in general are useful only for processes 
involving large x (volnnce) quarks nnd are thus very small rait. It 
could conceivably be of interest LO study the asymmetry with polarized 
beams (++ vs. +- lnitinl heliclty) or to look for asymmetries signalling 
parity violation in jTp production. Such experiments seem problematic 
arid thus give only weak reasons for choosing p"p over pp. 

In nummary) the SSC appears to be in an excellent position to search 
far a variety of superaymjnotrlc particles In the mass range n,l to 1 
TeV/c . The general requirements arc high luminosity and full solid 
angle detectors with excellent Jet and lepton identification properties. 

VI. SAKE DECAYS ADD CP VIOLATION 
The SSC will produce enormous numbers of heavy quarks, lmptoos and 

gauge bosons; for an Integrated machine luminosity of 10*° ™ . one 
expects about 1012 b's, 1 0 1 1 t's. 1 0 1 0 i'a sua 10* N's, Therefore the 
possibility exists, with appropriate detection strategies, that interest
ing rare decay modes can be sought. Certainly the numbers of heavy fla
vor objects produced are large (and much greater than those anticipated 
in e*e~ machines). The difficulties in identifying these states in 
hadronic collisions are also veil known. Identification of t and b 
quarks, even through large decay modes, has proven to be hard, both in 
fixed target experiments and in colliders. It is clear that in the face 
of large backgrounds, new detection strategies are required to isolate 
relatively pure samples! The use of vertex detectors to tag the presence 
at long lived particles Is the one promising new method far achieving 
ihis selection. Recent mRniturements1 at PEP indicating o long b quark 
lifetime give Impetus in the design of high resolution micro-vertex 
chambers. 

Seme of the motivatinns for designing experiments to measure ran* 
decays of c, b, t or T were sumnarlEud by Kane. For example, flavor-
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changing neutral currents may veil exist whose branching ratios depend 
upon the 1S3SS squared of the participating fermions. Such a hypothesis 
may give reasonable rates for decays such BE B •* TU, B -» ue, B •* Kye; 
T •* TVi T * btwi and t •» yyy. Although these FCNC decays wire not expli
citly examined In this Workshnp, it would seem that possibilities far 
detection are reasonably good. Combined use of vertex detection to sig
nal the presence of h^nvy flavor and external calorlmetry and particle 
identification should yield very good signals in tvo and three particle 
invariant mass peaks, further study of these possibilities Is warranted 
In order to take into consideration the real questions of geometric effi
ciencies (many heavy quarks at ESC ere produced at small angles relative 
to the beams), the efficacy of separated vertex tagging, and the problems 
imposed by particle tntaidentifications. in this regard, present experi
ments which probe for the equivalent rare modes of K decay will give most 
uaeful infoiaatiun on both potential FCNC amplitudes and upon the experi
mental problems encountered. 

An earlier analysis of an experiment which could tag b and c quark 
18 

production was presented in the 1983 DPF Workshop in Berkeley. This 
study, while made for a detector in a 1 lev collider, contains a rather 
complete treatment of some of the background and triggering problems. 
It supports the conclusion above that signatures for FCNC processes such 
as B •* Ke +e" or T + Uee are sufficiently good r?;ot backgrounds can be 
suppressed to the level of about 10 of ?il B or T decays. 

18 The detector simulation of Benensop. &c al. studied in sane detail 
the resolution achievable with a particular choice of vertex detector 
(four planes of silicon Strips mea<".;ing azimuthal coordinates at radii 
of 1 to 4 cm from the beams), Fr>- intrinsic resolution in the strip 
planes of 10 Um, they find a resolution in the 1-diaensional vertex loca
tion of 

J v • S ira © 3 inn © -- ym , (5> 

where the tens are due to position resolution, angular resolution, and 
multiple scattering respectively. Averaged over the spectrum of trucks 
near 90°• they find <B > • 10 um. Some consideration was given to the 
possibility of using the vertex separation Information a: the trigger 
level. A scheme was dixcuBBed which could achieve the trigger level indi
cation of a separated vurtctx within a Few milliseconds and which would 
reduce the trigger rate by about a factor of 50. Even with this extra 
reduction, the total trigger rates tend to be rather lii'̂ ,; unless rather 
restrictive additional denandt; arc node — for -xarapie the presence of two 
leptons in a single hemisphurc. 

Th* possibility of Studying BB mixing and CP violation In che E sys
tem at the SSC has been examined in this Workshop and is the subject of a 

19 separata contribution to these proceedings. The detector envibioncd In 
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18 this study Is similar to that of the earlier Btttdyj * Silicon strip 
detector la used for vertex measurement, surrounded by conventional 
chamhera and cnlorlmetry. Electrons are assumed t<3 fe« Kkntitisil using 
transition radiator detectors; nuonc are tagged by their penetration Of 
the full calorimeter. The useful luminosity Is taken to be United to 
31 -2 -1 10 cm sen due to the restriction of the Interaction region to a 

+ 2 en diamond find caution with respect to the radiation hardness of the 
silicon strip detector nnd associated electronics. 

The study of buth B°-B° nixing and CP violation could bo Bade by 
studying the proper ti(8e_dependenee of the sign Of the Charge of the lap-
tons produced In B° and E u oenlleptonie decays, Monte Carlo estlnattfl 
for the rate uerc made using ISAJET. One starts with WOO bb pairs pro
duced per second, but after successive cuts far detecting a B° and than 
having a semileptonic decay with p_ of the lepton greater than 3 GeV/e 
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one conu:s down to a level of 1/aec. i.e., 10 fyt. 

Such an event sample is clearly large enough to give tfi0& tnftiru-
tlon first of all on mixing and hence on the B -B g naps difference 
through obpervntlon of B° and B° decays to "wrong" sign laptons, 

Second, a search for a CP violating «.£f-?ct outside Of the neutral 
kaon sysceio remains of very strong interest. Just aa In the K°K» caaea 

where the Cr violation parameter e^ allows WtfC? ** u+) ̂  BR(K? * u"), 
there is a corresponding parameter e f l which yields 8R(B? •+• u") f 

BR(B° •+ u + ) , By following the neutral B° and 5° decays out to large 
proper times, one can determine Rec-g from the difference between the 
Initial S° •*• l + and initial B° + V rates. 

T.is ability to make such a difficult measurement dCuunda crucially 
on the BT-B„ mass difference, and the size of ReSg but given the poten
tial sanple of 10 B + l decays per year it would appear to be within 
the range of possibilities. Although also very difficult, such a largo 
event sample would also make It possible to look for CP Violation In 
the B decay amplitude itself (the equivalent of Beaeurlftg c' In the K° 
system) by searching for different B and B decay rates Into certain 
exclusive or semi-inclusive modes. 

?or the studies undertaken in this Workshop, no advantage 1* Mean 
for pp collisions over pp. Indeed, for the case of the Bit Studies, the 
dc character of the pp machine gives about a factor 6 asnller plleup 
probability than the bunched pp machine (at the sane luminosity for each). 

More studies in this nroad would l>c useful. Studies Of simulated 
detectors covering the small angle region nay show that the large flux 
of heavy flavors in these regions can be exploited. The ability of thO 
microvcrtcx detectors to unscramble multiple decays should be Investi
gated, and detailed otudle« of backgrounds in the FSt environment for 
flavor changing neucrnl current decoys remain to be wade. Evaluation of 
the detector technologies for high precision position determination la 
essential and will likely come through experience with detectors now In 
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preparation. In particular, radiation hardness, tint resolution, and 
readout electronic packaging all pes* rather eavere constraint? on the 
ability of the vertex chenbers to isolate the long lived particles. 

vii. soBsifigcnjRE m QBMWS OR icrrws 
The not inn chat the elements of natter art cnoposite strut'.area has 

had vw.ll ksoun historical sucess. Although present data »re tontlstent 
with the Idea that quarks and leptons ace structureless, it It interest
ing to speculate that at saaller distance scales tbaft ps«b*d so far they 
nay ht*in to show evidence of conposltanesa. Qnw» and if, experinenta 
reach the energy scale ci" the conposlcenaaei ttm rich] study of The de
tailed properties of the sttboleaents (preons) can begin. Until Cut 
tlae. we should at least he sensitive tr tha ways that cwqnwiteness 
could manifest itself. 

The discussion In the tforfcahes proceeded f raw the vock of Eirhtea, 
2D 

Lane and reskte with calculations baaed on the new structure fac
tions of Elchten et al. 2 The aaae general approach was dlseusse? in the 
M F Snewasss proceedings,1 where conaldsratlor. was alau given to the 
properties of excited leptons and quarks. 

For an/ ::'_nspasiteneDs pattern in quarts an>l/or lapr.eni, it is necps-
aarily true 'hat two identical f anions share che same pool of preons. 
Therefore there Is a term in the scattering amplitude Cor elastic scat' 
tering which arises from exchange of praont. This affect can be repre
sented at lov energy by an effective Hamiltonlan Involving a contact 
tern, very much like the four-femion interaction chat represents ch« 
weak interaction at energies well below the V and Z mass. In particular 
qq + qq and qq + qq will posses* this contact force. With co&rosite 
leptons a similar effect weald exist In Bhabba scattering. If qutrks 
and laptons share at least one eosnun constituent, then such forces arise 
in processes like Drell-1fstt leptoa pair production: "44 ?• •*!'". 

As argued fn Ref. 20, tha effective contact interaction for the 
helldty cobsarviKg part^l a t l o 0 energy 1st 

i.j-UR 

where A is the scale of the new strong interactions characterizing the 
coaposltcnes* and g 2 /4s « ^ ( 1 ) . the coaputatlotw of Ref, 2 are based 
upon taking only the left-left term in £q. <6), bat allowing twih signs 
for n„ = ± 1. At energies eflontarablo to A, this torn wist break down 
as tl» finite range of constituent effects becomes apparent. At !***« 
energies, its effect can he most easily seen by observing Its interfer
ence witli * larger, known gauge interaction, Ttus one can look for 
departures la expected bet«vjlcif in such processes as large Q qq 

http://vw.ll
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scattering (i.e. t large f T i«t production) or in high mass Bxell-Yan pro
duction. Searches for equivalent departures In Bhafahs scattering have 
already set Halts"* on A for electron structures which lie Is the range 
0-15 - l.S TeV (depending upon the specific V, A form for the effective 
LagranglM). 

In the came of qwrk Jet experl«ents, the interference acenre be
tween the usual K b amplitude and the contact tern. Hhen the effect of 
the contact Interaction 1» Bnall, it nay he characterized in the for* of 
a Multiplicative coirectien to- the cross section, 

l ' 1 * < * * ) ' 

where in the quark-quark suboncrgy ami g la the QCD coupling con-
Htiint. The actual coaputation nuit take into account the quark content 
of the colliding hadronn m d their longitudinal monentun fractions. 

Figuroa 10 and 11 aliov representative calculations with gzAir - 1 
from Red 2 at /H* > 40 TeV for pp and pp collisions respectively. 
Departures from thu utrueturalem croaa weetiens (A - <•>) are clearly 
visible duo to the interference botweon the contact tern and QCD quark 
Bcacteringi The Jot croia aaetloni Also include terns due to gluon-
<jusrk and cluon-gLmn •cattcrlng which dominate at lav p T i->6 which do 
not concrlbuto to Che Interference With the four-fenoion contact term. 
The site of Che effect depend* upon the sign choaen far the contact term. 
Particularly In thu case of pp collisions, different choices of V, A 
Dixtuien other then the left-handed fennions choaen here would oreetsrably 
alter predictions by anouRte tlnile? to those from twitching the sign of 
the contact terra. 

Froa the curves representee by Figs. 10 and 11 one «ust develop 
criteria far the observability rf conposlteness. There are m o diffi
culties bare: the first is the straightforward rcqulresmt of suffi
cient atatietlea, lbs second is the store delicate prohlce of predicting 
the shape at the pur* QCD contribution from the observed loser p_ cross 
section and theoretical understanding of the extrapolation. On tbe 
latter Issue we note that at the large p_ required for this study, the 
theoretical question 18 hew well we know the quark distribution functions 
at ttodetate to large * <» fe 0,1), This region is perhaps the laoat 
troubleaeod In the sense that tl e very low x distributions with their 
less certain QCD correctiooe are omoportant. It is also worth pointing 
out that overall uncerealatlei on the •egnltude of the cross section, 
such as arise in the K-factor for DrelJ-Yan production, are not at issue 
since extrapolation can be based upon the observed crass section at 
lower n Finally, wo note that the two different piraaeteriiations of 
structure functions in Kef, 2 giv* expected Jet cross sect ions from q-q 
eubprocetmes which are uquul to vithin obotit 101. Although these 
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parajMterisatlons may not be fully exhaustive, the* do underscore the 
likelihood that the shape of largo p_ Jet cross settlors in Q C D will be 
veil understood. 

The criterion for observing, csmneslteness effects used In Rel. 2 is 
that the interference effects yield s factor of two deviation from tbc 
A • » cose, sod that the difference should give « least 100 events in a 
bin of size Ap-dy - 200 CeV. Assuming oft experiment with Ay coverage of 
5 units „ this Implies o» T » 4© CeV/c — a IX « T bin at 4-TeV/c. Figures 
12 and 13 give the Integrated luminosity required to sense cosswsitcness 
in high »_ Jets vs. the A characterizing the scale, for several values 
of machine energy. Both choices of contact interaction sign (n) are 
included. At )JT • 40 TeV s pp collider tjifi * 10 /cm 2) is sensitive 
to A In the 10 to 12 TeV rang*, while pp (with /^dt « 1040/cni2) reaches 
•ealeo between 15 and 20 TeV. 

A *><nil«.r procedure can be carried out searching for mutual com-
pDiitrineaa In quarks and lap tons using Drall-Van dilepton production. 
Hare the interference occura between a contact interaction characterized 

22 by A and tho Drell-Yan amplitude Using the oone technique, the scales 
of A anu la aenaltiva to are lower in thla case than those for quark Jets 
since the standard model subproceas cross sactlon is much smaller. For 
example, cho maximum obsarvable A ia about 10 TeV for a 40 TeV pp colli
der tfSMt • 10*°/em2) and about 5 TeV for a 40 TeV pp collider 
( f&f&t • 10 /cm ). Tha main factor hare li of course the luminosity 
difference aasuned. The rule that a factor 2 (or e) in energy Id worth 
a factor 10 in luminosity ia approximately vail,J in these studies. 
These acaloi are reached through observation of the pair mass spectrum 
cut to about EOQ-1000 GaV/c*. 

An Interesting additional point to b«ar in mind in searching for 
conpoaiteneaa ia that tho contact term may vary well not be left-right 
syrraetricj observable parity violation can bo Introduced by the inter
ference of, e.g., tha qCD and contact Interactions. In the case chat 
the interference la snail and establishing an effect baatd on cross 
sections alone is difficult. It would b,j extremely useful to demonstrate 
a parity-violating asymmetry. Such a demonstration would be nude possi
ble if the boama could be polarised ind study made of the rate dependence 
on -*am hoileity. Information on the structure of the contact term could 
also be obtained If pp and pp production could be compaxed. 

23 Another approach to establishing an affect is based on taking data 
st different values of s end looking at cue Jen-jet cross section rat_io 
at a given *_. The (leearltnnie) dependence of the cross sec
tion ratio in QCD as a function of * is so ho contrasted with the linear 
dependence expected (roe a contact torn. 

If there exists a raas seals st which quarks or lepttms are compo
site, then clearly physics will eater s new regise once scattering sub-
ensrgies reach this scale. The situation may be analogous to that for 
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pp scattering around the pion threshold; excited atatH cat be formed 
with subsequent strong decay. At energies around the scale A» processes, 
such as qq •* on*. «*«, , an + prcon-amlpreon bound statu.,.., becea* 
prevalent. The fuadeaencal parton aubproeess cross sections are export
ed to be 

6*& 

for saturation of s-wave wnltorlty. This corresponds to a cross section 
of t- SO pb for A » 10 Tev\ To obtain Llw cross section in hedron-hadron 
r -lli.tions one must fold in the proabllity of finding «.t»rke in the 
appropriate x range, which yielda a cress section for pp or pp collisions 
at •»• 1 pb. 

The signature for excited state detection depends on the nature of 
the substructure and the new strong Interactions- If ttte excited states 
are exotic (higher color representations, ate.) P chay night even be aode-
rately long lived or stable, But in general ve expect then to as un
stable, decaying inco ordinary formions + possibly gauge bosons. Aa 
uc are at an (a-wav«) threshold vs expect to see tn isotropic distribu
tion of several Jets, in striking contrast to Che two jet background at 
large s from QCQ. 

summary, the search for cempositeness in quarks and loptons can 
be pushed to limits on A of 10 to 20 ToV with nulti-TeV colliders. For 
r.hls, pp colliders are not betctr then pp collider*. The resson this 
time is not that valence quarks do not play an important role, but that 
both p and p have then! Then the suporior luminosity of a pp collider 
extends the range of sensitivity nonsehat further. For the machines 
being discussed, the Units on i\ achievable by studying departures from 
QCT> jet cross sections are themselves at energy scales within ths kine
matic range of the machine, Thus at a given a, the observation of such 
departures would likely herald tha oniot of observable composite <eaten 
at higher 3 < a at che sane machine. ~ 

VIII. SWMARY 
Tike discussions In the Working Croup on Now Particles and Interac

tions have uncovered very little explicit benefit frea the use of pp 
collisions ir. the SSC relative to pp. In much of che new physics con
sidered, gluon-glcon scattering donlnaces che croae sections* In the 
fe» cases where valence quarks ate of importance <o.g., in the studies 
of quark compofiltenvss), either quark or aatiquark can be used to estab
lish the effect. 

The tradeoff between luetlnealty and energy baa been exaalvad for 
several processes. Ac SSC energise, Increasing the energy dees not 
result in a proportional increase In the naas Unit achieved for new 
particles. This la due to the fact that the relevant constituent cross 
sections typically fall like H"* or e" 1 and to the QCO non-aeaUng 
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properties of the structure functions. Based on the calculations at 
cress sect:.ms from the structure functions of Eichten «t al.,* ve can 
determine the Increase In crass section for specific new physics upon 
doubling \TZ fron 20 to 40 TeV. The factor Dy which u increases la 
equivalent to the luminosity increase at the lower Bnergy which would he 
required in order to have the sane effect as doubling the energy -» 
assuming no experimental difficulties from the increased event utt. 

Process Increase in p ( y T • 20 * W TeV) 
Oft tŴ j - 1 TeV) 7 
ll (^ - 6.3 TeVj 1.6 
Hinlaal Technirh© (H„ * 1.7 TeV) 3 

P T 

**' Wpo' - » «•) 2 
Leptoonark Fair 0 % - 0.2 TeV) 3.5 
GUttno pnii Caw - 0.5 TeV) S 
61uino-*hotiiw <m - 0.2$ TeV) 1.5 
Quark Ccmponiteness (A » 10 TeV) S 

He see that doubling the energy at SSC Is equivalent to a factor 1,5-7 in
crease In luminosity. Thus the nominal factor of ten increases In pp 
luminosity over pp is equivalent to an energy increase of Around 3. 

The need for special features of machine operation was Identified 
for two studies. The search for a contact Interaction signalling quark 
composltettess could benefit from having longitudinally polarised bens. 
Such an Interaction may be parity violating and a study of the rate 
dependence en beam felicity could well be crucial In establishing the 
effect. Studies which Involve aeaanreswnt, of separated dciay vertices 
for b» c or T tafiglag would benefit froa special intersection regions in 
which the colllcjon region Is short (a fen e») along the bees coordinate. 

The enperiaental signatures Involved m the new physic* studied at 
this workshop are generally quite difficult end have been iwlequatnly 
studied^ The intrinsic width* of new states are often quite broad end 
dofllaant o>sav nodes involve difficult detectior model aueh en W pairs, 
tt, etc. More work is needed using detector simulations end Improved 
Hunts Carlo techniques for background simulation. For example the detec
tion of U pairs with « •+ 2 Jets is problematic! physics backgrounds fron 
elaetroweak V*W production are large. The QCD backgrounds froa four jet 
production under a potential UW signal have not been calculotec theoreti
cally; work should be done to estimate these from Monte Carlo studies, 
usitig 3 jet production as a test bed for comparison of analytic calcula
tions end Honte Carlos. The experimental signatures for W • 2 jet decays 
et large p^ also need study; to some extent these dljcts will coeleace 
In a detector giving rise to a single broad jet. 

Experimental study of high resolution vertex detectors la needed. 
Questions of rate capability, radiation damage, bean associated back
grounder and the possibility of fast triggers are all crucial to exploi
tation of these devices for flavor tags at the SSC. 
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Tho question of how experiments will survive in hlfch luminosity 
33 —2 -1 collldari ( SP* 10 en yec ) was discussed* but deserves mare study. 

On tho hardware side there As the question of radiation hardness of tho 
consonants> The ttficct of event pili>up on physic* signals has been 

it »t 
studied"' for some particular questions. These indicate that with 
About 10 events within a tine resolution window, high p jet studies 
and glulno searches can still be performed with reasonable cleanliness. 
Further studies of pileup are in order. It is unclear how V pair sig
nals (4 jot»> suffer from multiple two-jet event overlaps.. The utility 
of missing p_ signatures or lepton Identification in the presence ef 
several unresolved events needs study. The presence of multiple colli-
slan vertices nay sake life difficult fox nderovertex chambers search* 
lag for decays* There nay be considerable help from good claw resolu
tion oil calorlmetrtc energy deposits in Identifying pieces of distinct 
events. This technique deserves study to evaluate how well one nan tag 
the showers from separate collisions; obviously the overlap of showers 
in a specific region of the detector gives an irreducible level of con
fusion. The problems associated with event pileup were estimated to h* 
about 2-3 times worse for an equal luminosity pp (bunched) collider than 
for a pp (dc bsaao) collider as presented in this Workshop. 

Tho potentinI for exciting discoveries opened by the SSC is clearly 
vory great, the challenge posed by a new class of phenomena in whlfh 
the decays are Jeta, leptons and non-interaceing particles is great. 
The SSC environment Is likely to be markedly different from present 
machines with the large production rsnes of gouge bosons end lets 
giving complex background topologies. The search for new phenomena will 
thus be an exciting anJ formidable task,, with cleverness in building 
defectors end filtering procedures at a premium. 
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TABLE II 

Decay Modes of Supersymmotric P a r t i c l e s 

P a r t i c l e Decay 
y Assumed to be s t a b l e ( l i g h t e s t aass 

supersynmietric p a r t i c l e ) 

qqf dominant 
gf could «3ccur through C-vLolatln£ c t f e c t s 

<1B 

*•*•&•& 

vqqg 
vqqf 

ZW (or v i r t u a l W - H y ) 
HW (Mv) 

<w v) 
tv 
SLV 

qq 
/ M 

HZ ( V 11 
?z U v ) 
vv 
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TABLE I I ( c e n t . ) 

Particle Decay 
VJ vil 

ijfi 

^ 2 

z ww 
2Y 

W 
~lt 
-qf 
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FICURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 - The cross section for heavy quark (mass = H 0; pair production 
at several pp collider center-of-raass energies (from Ref, 2). 

Tig. 2 - The difIerential cross section et rapidity « y •» 0 for charged 
heavy lepton (mass » M,"l pair production at several pp colli
der center-of-mnss energies (from Ref. 2). 

Fig. 3 - The differential cross section for pp •*- tf*V~ + anything as a 
function of the W-pnir mass in the minimal technicolor model 
Including a technitho resonance at "» 1.7 TeV (solid line) 
(from Ref. 2). 

Fig. 4 - The differential cross section at rapidity • y = 0 for p 0' 
production at various p*p collider center-of-tnass energies 
(fromRef. 2). 

Fig. 5 - The cross section for leptoquarU pair (P,P») pair production 
at several p"p collider center-of-mass energies. The solid 
lines Indicate the cross section including the enhancement 
due to the technirho pole (from Ref. 2). 

Fig. 6 - Cross sections for production pf -various superBymmetric parti
cle pairs in pp collisions at >/"s" * 40 TeV (from Ref, 2). 

Fig. 7 - The differential cross Bsetion for gluino pair production as 
a function of p for pp collisions at >/s" - 800 GeV with a 
gluino mass, m« - 100 fleV, The variable p ^ i s is the larger 
visible p_ within one hemisphere, and cuts of x_ < 0.5, 
p > 10 GeV/c. and p _ e p t 0 n < 2 GoV have been placed on both 
signal and background (from Ref. 13). 

Fig. 3 - (a) The differential cross section versus x_ for gluino pairs 
and the tvo jet background. Note the vertical scale differ-_ 
ence for the two diutributions. The gluino mass i& 500 CeV/c 
and i/~fl » 40 TeV for pp collisions (fiom Ref. 10). 
(b) The differential cross section versus p for gluino 
pairs and the two jot background after cuts iL < 0.5 and 
visible p„ > 50 GeV/c. The gluino mass ia 500 GeV/c^ ind 
<J~B = 40 TeV for pp collisions (from Ref. 10). 

Fig. 9 - The observed mass distribution for the decay products in the 
decay "g •+ qeP; in gluino pair production In pp collisions at 
yfs = 40 "«;V with o gluino mass of 500 GeV/c2, where only the 
larger observed mass in each event is plotted. The inset 
shows the dependence of average jet mass and rms vidth on the 
gluino mass {froa Ref. 10). , 

Fig. 10 - The differential cross section d o/dp dy nt y « rapidity • 0 
for jet production in a 40 TeV pp collider as a function of 
p_. The effect of the contact interaction with both signs 
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uuJ A - 15 teV, 20 ToV, and • U ahown (from R«£. 2). 
H s . 11 - Soma a* Flft. 10, but for pp collision!!. 
vi&. 12 - The integrated lunlnosity reqairad ta observe coaposltencas 

vf-ttis the eoDpoaitmess aass scale A l n t f p collider at 
*ral e«ntar-of-aaaa energies /T. The aolid and dashed 

curves Indicate positive and negative aigns of the contact 
Interaction, respectively tfxou Ref. 2), 

Fig. 13 - Sane as Fig. li, but for pp collision*. 
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